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Wesley currently serves with Kroger Corporation as the VP of Technology Transformation focused on the
application of new technologies and methods, and the achievement of new business models accelerating
innovation throughout the organization to better serve Kroger customers.
Prior to joining Kroger, Wesley had a seventeen-year career with IBM where he served in numerous capacities
including as the Chief Technologist in Artificial Intelligence, Cloud & Cognitive computing, as the Chief
Technology Officer (CTO) for Sensemaking, as the CTO for Corporate Strategy, as the Deputy CTO for US
Federal, as Director of the IoT and Network Science Research Centers and as an Executive Cyber Security
Architect. Wesley specialized in managing high risk projects, architectures and technologies for advanced
insight in Oil & Gas, Energy Services, Retail, Manufacturing, Financial Services and for National Defense and
Intelligence domains. Throughout his tenure with IBM, Wesley was assigned by the CEO and executive staff to
IBM’s largest customers as a subject matter expert to resolve their hardest business and technical issues.
Prior to joining IBM, Wesley was a Senior Technology Director and high-risk Program Executive managing
mergers and acquisitions, nuclear power plant reengineering, multi-company and multi-national outsourcing
engagements, high-risk application development and large-scale IT transformation.
Wesley is a member of the Intelligence and National Security Alliance (INSA) Cyber Council and has
represented IBM at Congressional and Senate discussions on intelligence and defense topics; Secret Service;
FBI; INTERPOL; U.S. Department of Defense; NATO; Ministries of Defense for allied nations and as a featured
speaker at numerous venues such as the Robotics Conference, Cyber Security Conferences, Aspen Institute,
Heritage Foundation and various other industry groups.
Wesley holds numerous academic appointments in the fields of Cyber Security, Supercomputing Applications
and advanced R&D with the University of Illinois and Texas Tech University and is an adjunct professor of
Health Informatics at Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center School of Nursing. Wesley is a former
Sensemaking Fellow at Swansea University UK Network Science Research Center and a former Professor of the
Practice at the University of Wales, Cardiff, UK.
Wesley holds various certifications and has earned four master’s degrees in business management,
information technology, high risk programmatics, and cyber security as well as four years of advanced studies
and collaborative applications with Texas Tech University, University of Illinois and MIT.

